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The News of Hungarian Philately
THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER
by H. Alan Hoover

Our annual participation will be at STAMPSHOW (http://stamps.org/Stampshow/index.htm)
that occurs August 6 to 9, 2009 at the David L. Lawrence Convention Center in Pittsburgh, PA. At
the time of writing, that APS has not designated the meeting room schedules or room assignments. I
will attempt to install this information on our website as soon as I obtain it or you can check the APS
site for information. Tentative plans include a General Membership meeting, a Board Meeting, a society table that we man for the duration of the show, and an informal dinner nearby where we can socialize and meet other members. Our society is listed as a participating society on the site.
I am soliciting your participation and consideration of exhibiting at the show so that we can
have representation of our society. A Prospectus and Entry form is available; you can request a copy
from the APS website (http://stamps.org/stampshow/Exhibits.htm). Please; support our society by
exhibiting this year; even if you cannot attend the actual show. Exhibit entries can be submitted by
mail. And, if you are able, plan now to attend the show. It is one of the largest annual shows with
lots of dealers, societies and attendees.
We reported our election results in the last issue. Since then, we have had some planning
challenges for our Executive Board to solve. Our auction chairperson, Emmerich Vamos, who has
served in that volunteer role for over ten years, requested that his role be passed on to someone else.
Emmerich has been a huge reason that our society has continued to prosper so well, both in membership and financially. The basic reason we all belong to this society is to collect Hungarian stamps and
philatelic material. Emmerich has filled that need by matching buyers and sellers in order to enhance
each of our collections. We are grateful for his dedication to our society and to the continued success
of it. A warm ‘thank you, Emmerich’ from all of us for serving so diligently and making it such a joy
to find some of that elusive material!
In line with that, I have asked Jim Gaul, our current Secretary, to assume the role of Auction
Chairperson for the society. Jim has extensive selling experience via eBay and is perfectly suited for
the job. He graciously accepted the challenge. Jim will transition to that position after our August
annual meeting and ease his way into it over the last four months of 2009. I have also asked our
member Greg Gessel to serve our society as Secretary. Greg has also accepted the appointment and
will fulfill the term that Jim will be relinquishing. Our plan is that we will phase these changes to the
new positions over the last months of 2009, along with my own exit as President and implementing of
Bill Wilson as President, and will have a new, fully functional Executive Board as of 1 January 2010.
There may be a few bumps in the transitions, but for now, all mailing addresses for society business
and auction submissions will remain as is. The transitions will be printed and updated to new addresses later. Please join me in thanking these volunteers for their continued efforts to serve you our
membership and welcome the new roles.
Again, we ask for your inputs on articles to support THE NEWS. Kindly submit your article, thoughts, ideas, questions or answers to the editor; I am certain he will be grateful for any ideas
you can supply. Csaba reports that he received no entries to the last quiz but will try a new approach
using the same prize as last time. Look for it in the issue herein.
I will end here for this column; and Ray, we will as always “Keep Stampin”.


KUDOS & WELCOME
In the past, your Editor relied on exhibit awards information published in Linn’s Stamp
News. Recently, Linn’s stopped publishing exhibition results, so I would like to ask members to report their successes directly. My postal and e-mail addresses are listed on the inside of the front cover
of each issue of the newsletter.
Welcome to our newest members: Mr. Mark Schroeder of DePere, WI; Mr. Victor Schwez
of Downey, CA; Mr. James D. Sturgeon of Fresno, CA; and Mr. Edward G. Wittenberg (reinstated) of Melbourne, Australia.
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CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR NEWEST LIFE MEMBER, TOM PHILLIPS
by H. Alan Hoover

The Executive Board is pleased to award the honor of Life Membership to our 30-year member and former SHP secretary, Tom Phillips. Tom’s collecting interests focused on the Envelopedesign stamps of 1874-1899, and he received numerous awards at exhibitions over the years. He was
also SHP secretary for more than a decade. The Life Membership is a token of our appreciation for
his many contributions to Hungarian philately. Thanks, best wishes, and congratulations, Tom!


HUNGARIAN FOLK ART / MAGYAR NÉPMŰVÉSZET
The Museum of the American Hungarian Foundation is featuring an exhibit of Hungarian
folk art, including three recent major gifts, now through 28 February 2010. The museum is located at
300 Somerset Street, New Brunswick, NJ. The museum hours are Tuesday - Saturday 11 - 4, Sunday
1 - 4; telephone 732-846-5777.


In Memoriam - ELAINE ARUNDEL
The Hungarian Philatelic Society of Great Britain sadly announced the death of one of its
founding members, Elaine Arundel. She passed away last February after a prolonged illness. Elaine
Arundel collected and exhibited a variety of Hungarian stamps and topics, but she achieved her greatest successes with her collection of the postal history of the 1945-46 hyperinflation period. She eventually donated this collection to the Hungarian Stamp Museum. Elaine was a member of SHP as well
and authored multiple articles for the newsletter.


THE QUIZ IN THE JANUARY-MARCH 2009 ISSUE
Since I did not receive any entries to the above mentioned quiz, the prize will now be used for
reward the winner of the quiz below. The first column lists the 10 largest towns in Hungary with major religious and other sights from that town. The winner will be determined based on the most correct matches of the town with the religious and the other sights.
Town
Budapest
Debrecen
Miskolc
Szeged
Pécs
Győr
Nyíregyháza
Kecskemét
Székesfehérvár
Szombathely

Religious Sites

Other Sights

Savaria Mithraeum
St. Stephan Cathedral
Reformed Church
Gothic Protestant Church of Avas
Church of White Friar
Votive Church
Status Quo Synagogue Front Wall
Jakovali Hassan Mosque
St. Anna Church
Matthias Church

Amber Route
Cifra Palota
Vadaspark
Statue of György Várkoch
Dóm Tér
Heroes Square
Marian Columns
Széchenyi Square
Andrassy Avenue
Kossuth Square

Please send in your entry to the editor via email or snail mail to the address listed on the inside of the front cover. The entry deadline is 1 August 2009. The prize consisting of a set of seven
maximum cards of the 1968 Paintings shown on back cover page of the January-March 2009 issue
will be awarded to the person with the most correct answers. In case of a tie, a drawing will determine the winner. (Thanks to Ed Waters for this contribution. If anyone has ideas for similar contest,
please let me know.)
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OBLITERATIONS AND THEIR ABSENCE:
The Prolonged Fate of Post-WWI Hungarian Postmarks
(Part 2, Conclusion)
by Alan Soble

Continuing, I now proceed to provide a more detailed account of the use of “surviving” Hungarian cancellers with Fiume and early Yugoslavia.
FIUME
Fiume (Rijeka), geographically part of Croatia, was an independent city, governed by the
Kingdom of Hungary, of which it was a political part. Fiume was situated at the most western end of
Nagymagyarország and served as its major seaport, by which the Kingdom of Hungary had access to
routes and territories beyond the reach of the Danube. After World War I, Fiume was contested by
Italy and Yugoslavia and for a time had, again, an independent city-state status. By the Treaty of
Rome of January 27, 1924, Rijeka was assigned to Italy and its close neighbor Sušak was given to
Yugoslavia. We are concerned with the postal or philatelic history of Fiume right after the war, that
is, after the collapse of the Hapsburg empire and Hungary’s truncation. Although here, as elsewhere,
“ideologically incongruous” postal items existed, there is evidence that postal workers in Fiume were
more determined than those in Romania and Slovakia to deal with the political and ethnic significance
of the crown of St. Stephen. They managed to do this despite the political confusion and conflicts
Fiume had to endure because of its valuable access to the Adriatic and its “enviable” geographical location between two greedy countries.
As did Czechoslovakia, Fiume followed the principle “stamps first, then cancellers.” The
first stamps of post-war Fiume were recent and current Hungarian adhesives overprinted simply
“Fiume,” so it is not surprising to find “ideologically incongruous” postmarks with the crown of St.
Stephen on stamps and covers from this period (as shown in Figures 23 and 24). The overprint was,
notably, only the modest town name “Fiume.” There was, apparently, no attempt to design and use
flagrantly offensive obliterations (see Figures 1, 2) or flamboyantly nationalistic ones (see Figure 12)
on Hungarian stamps. Fiumians, we might suppose, exhibited admirable self-control in the face of
longstanding political and ethnic tensions and animosities.26

Figure 23. Left to right: Fiume pre-war postmark (904 DEC 29) on a Hungarian post card (the crown of St.
Stephen is both imprinted and in the postmark); Fiume pre-war postmark (00 DEC 13) on Hungary 55 (issued 1900-04); Fiume post-war Hungarian postmark (918 DEC 27), with the crown of St. Stephen, on Hungary B53 (issued 1916-17), overprinted to become Fiume B1 (issued December 1918); Fiume post-war
Hungarian postmark (919 JAN 3), with the crown of St. Stephen, on Hungary 122 (issued 1916-18), overprinted to become Fiume 7 (issued December 1918). All date formats are Hungarian.

Soon, however, by January, 1919, Fiume had its own indigenous stamps. These stamps, too,
as in Slovakia, were postmarked with Hungarian “survivor” cancellers bearing the crown of St. Stephen, thereby continuing the stream of “ideologically incongruous” philatelic items. The stamps in
Figure 25 are especially politically interesting. Newly-made indigenous Fiume stamps are postmarked with the Hungarian crown of St. Stephen while both stamps depict the Italian flag (on the
stamp on the left, above the “N” in “Franco”; on the stamp on the right, at the upper tips of the “U”).
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Fiume’s population was, after all, largely Italian. The combination of symbols, Fiume-Italy-Hungary,
on one small stamp, is a microcosm of the Hapsburg empire (or of the impact of its collapse).

Figure 24. Left: Hungarian postmark including the
crown of St. Stephen on Fiume “regular postage” 24
(issued January, 1919), derived from Hungary postage due J31 (issued 1915-22) by overprinting it with
“Franco,” “Fiume,” the denomination “45,” and a
black bar (which should be at the top, obliterating
“Magyar Kir. Posta,” but is shifted to the bottom,
covering the perforations). Right: the black bar is
properly at the top, although “Franco” and “Fiume”
overlap. Both covers (dated 919 JAN 27 and 919
JAN 28) were sent from Fiume to its neighbor, Sušak.
I suspect they were philatelic. I have, and have seen,
other such covers.

Figure 25. Left: Fiume 58 (issued 1920; revalued
Fiume 32); a modified Hungarian-style canceller
includes the crown of St. Stephen, although the
date format (18 AUG 920) is not Hungarian.
Right: Fiume 39 (issued 1919); Hungarian postmark includes both the crown of St. Stephen and
the Hungarian date format (919 OKT).

I have occasionally observed, however, something on Fiume stamps and covers that I have
not yet noticed on Slovakian Hungarian-cancelled stamps and covers and infrequently on Romanians:
“feminine” obliteration-by-absence of the crown of St. Stephen. I have wondered why the postal service or patriotic postal workers in Romania and Slovakia did not take the initiative or use various tactics to eliminate the crown of St. Stephen and make their mailstream “ideologically congruous.”
They certainly had powerful political and ethnic motives to overcome the obstacles to congruity presented by Hungarian “surviving” cancellers. By contrast, the postal workers of Fiume, whether with
or without directives from postal authorities above them to do so, seem to have taken steps to wipe
out the crown of St. Stephen that they were stuck with on their cancellers. The obstacles turned out to
be vulnerable.
Examine the Hungarian-style postmarks on the indigenous Fiume stamps in Figures 26–28.
The postmarks were not applied by newly-manufactured indigenous Fiume cancellers but by modified Hungarian “survivors.” The date formats are no longer Hungarian (20 OTT [ottobre = October]
919; 11 NOV 923; 2 GIU [giugno = June] 919; and 30 MAG [maggio = May] 919). Further, the areas above the dates where the crown of St. Stephen should be are peculiar. In Figure 26, there is a
space, a “feminine” obliteration, instead of the crown. This empty space is more easily visible on the
lower postmark, although for both postmarks the explanation that not enough ink was applied to the
canceller and transferred to the cover seems strained, even if a possibility. Somehow the postmark
was made so that the crown would not be seen. In Figure 27, the crown might still be there; however,
it seems to have been mutilated to yield the impression of additional vertical bars. (I do not mean the
white squiggle between the perforations of the two stamps.) In the first three stamps in Figure 28, the
crown seems to have been scratched out to leave partial vertical bars. The two stamps in the center of
Figure 28 were postmarked the same day at the same post office, probably by the same canceller, and
except for the “crown area” they display abundant ink.27 By contrast, the stamp on the far right of
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Figure 28 was postmarked (on 23 AGO [agosto = August] 919) with a canceller that had only vertical
bars and no crown of St. Stephen. Maybe.

Figure 27. Fiume 176 and 178 (issued 1923).

Figure 26. Fiume 60, issued 1919-20
(Fiume 36 overprinted and revalued).

Figure 28. Left to right: Fiume 27, 31, 43, and 28 (all issued 1919).

The patriotic, anti-Hungary (perhaps Italian)
Fiumians who obliterated the crown of St. Stephen
on post-war philatelic items might have been continuing a rebellious tradition and may have learned
their techniques from earlier Fiume postal workers.
That is, there is at least some evidence that the mutilation of the crown of St. Stephen occurred in Fiume
before or during the war (see Figure 29) and not
merely after it, when Fiume gained its independence
from Hungary. If so, we should also hunt for prewar mutilations of the crown of St. Stephen in other
regions throughout the Kingdom of Hungary.
Figure 29. A Turul stamp, postmarked “Fiume,” on (perhaps) 905 or 915 FEB 16.
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CROATIA AND SLOVENIA
In 1918, many Hungarian stamps were overprinted for use in Croatia (see Figure 2, top left).
Most of the stamps of this series that I own, and have seen, are in mint condition, and the few cancelled specimens that I have are unremarkable, exhibiting no details worth speaking about. For one
exception, see Figure 30: a pair of overprinted Harvesters postmarked “Zagreb” (then in Zágráb
megye) and the crown of St. Stephen, dated January 25, 1919. Perhaps these stamps were not used
postally more often because indigenous Croatian stamps were produced by 1919. However, after the
indigenous stamps were available, Hungarian “surviving” cancellers were still used to postmark them,
resulting in “ideologically incongruous” philatelic items like the one in Figure 31: a pair of 1919
Croatian stamps postmarked “Ludbreg” (then in Varasd megye, northern Croatia), the crown of St.
Stephen, and the Hungarian date format.

Figure 30. A part of a parcel card, franked with
an attached pair of Yugoslavia 2L11 (issued
1918), derived from Hungary 114 (issued 191618). The date format is Hungarian: 919 JAN 25.

Figure 31. Yugoslavia 2L35 postmarked in 1919
with a Hungarian “surviving” canceller.

An interesting feature of early post-war Yugoslavian postal history is that stamps issued to be
used in one area of the kingdom were used in other regions. Hungarian “surviving” cancels with
Croatian town names can often be seen, in particular, on stamps issued for use in Slovenia. A few
examples are shown in Figures 32 and 33, on which we find the crown of St. Stephen and the Croatian town names “Zagreb,” “Krapina,” and “Savskimarof” on a wide assortment of early Slovenian
stamps.28 These postal items are “ideologically incongruous,” as is one other example in Figure 33,
the stamp postmarked “Podgora,” a town in the Dalmatian region of Croatia, and which appears, with
the crown of St. Stephen, on a stamp issued for “general use” in all the parts of Yugoslavia.

Figure 32. Crown of St. Stephen on a September 1920 “Zagreb” postmark, on Yugoslavia 3L42 (issued 1920).
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Figure 33. Crown of St. Stephen on, from left to right, a “Zagreb” postmark (Yugoslavia 3L20; issued
1919-20); “Krapina” (Yugoslavia 3L7; issued 1919), postmarked 22 JUL 1920; “Zagreb” (Yugoslavia
3L22b; issued 1919-20), postmarked [9]20 MÁR 25; “Podgora” (Yugoslavia B3; issued 1921), postmarked 921 FEB 20; and “Savskimarof” (Yugoslavia 3L8; issued 1919), postmarked 27 MÁR 1920.
The Krapina and Savskimarof date formats are not Hungarian.

It is a fitting way to end this essay that I point out two similarities. One is between S.H.S.
post cards and Romanian post cards, both fashioned from existing stock of Hungarian cards. The
other is between the mutilation of Hungarian “surviving” cancellers in Fiume and, possibly, the same
thing in Croatia.
Recall the extremely “ideologically incongruous” Romanian cover shown in Figure 9 and
discussed in the text, above. Figures 34–36 demonstrate the same phenomenon for early S.H.S. post
cards. Figure 34 shows a post card on which almost 100% of its Hungarian origin has been obliterated. Black boxes were used here in the way that Bosnia obliterated Franz Josef (see Figure 1, left)
with a black box, except that there are 748 tiny boxes on this card (which make it a very ugly collectible). The boxes effectively cover over all but two words in the Hungarian language. What is odd is
that this vast obliteration failed to deal a death blow to the crown of St. Stephen, which remains visible in the upper-right corner. The “SHS” overprint obliterates the crown, or does not really obliterate
this crown, the way in which (and as effectively as) Hitler’s head was obliterated, or not really obliterated, on the Austrian stamp in Figure 1 (right). All that trouble, yet the crown, even its bent cross,
shines through it all.

Figure 34. Left: Hungarian 1 fillér post card obliterated by the S.H.S. kingdom (“kraljevstvo”).
Right: blown-up upper-right corner of the card, exhibiting the crown of St. Stephen.

The card in Figure 34 is an unused 10 filira card. Figure 35 shows the same overprinted
card, but used and denominated 15 filira, sent registered (in Croatia) from Karlovac to Zagreb. This
is another superb example of an “ideologically incongruous” cover. The imprinted crown of St. Stephen (with a full cross at the top) resists obliteration by the “SHS” overprint (the overprint was sloppily designed, or postal workers aimed poorly in applying it). Further, the Slovenian stamp is post-
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marked by a Hungarian “survivor” with the crown, which is clearly evident at the top of the card. All
that trouble to assert political and ethnic autonomy, and it failed miserably. Figure 36 shows another
intriguing example. The obliterating design is more attractive (a kind of fleur-de-lis that might be a
simplified Yugoslavian coat of arms), even if it is not as effective in eliminating the Hungarian language. The imprinted crown of St. Stephen is visible between the “SHS” overprint and the stamp to
its left, and two crowns are barely discernible in the two over-inked postmarks. Also noteworthy is
that the postmark’s town name is Hungarian: “Szabadka” (then in Bács-Bodrog megye; in Serbian,
Subotica; the town is now in Vojvodina). Szabadka was located in neither Slovenia nor Croatia, yet
the stamps franking the card are Slovenian.

Figure 35. Yugoslavia 3L19 (issued 1919-20) franks an overprinted Hungarian post card.
The postmark bears the crown of St. Stephen.

Figure 36. Top: two copies of Yugoslavia
3L44 (issued 1920) frank an S.H.S. overprinted Hungarian “tábori” card, sent
from Szabadka to Berlin.
Bottom: upper-right corner of the card,
blown-up. The date format (920 NOV 9)
is Hungarian.
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On the left of Figure 37 is a pre-war “Károlyváros”/“Karlovac” receiving postmark. This
card is also a microcosm of the Hapsburg empire, for it was sent to Karlstadt, thus completing the linguistic trio Hungary-Croatia-Austria. On the right is a stamp issued for use in Slovenia, postmarked
just “Karlovac” – conjoining that with the Hungarian name was abandoned. The postmark, at first
blush, looks like it was made by an ordinary modified Hungarian “survivor” in which the Croatian
name occupies the upper half-circle, the crown of St. Stephen has been replaced by vertical bars, and
the date format is no longer Hungarian. However, I think closer inspection of the top portion of the
postmark reveals that the crown has been mutilated (as done in Fiume), not simply replaced. The vertical bars in the center area where the unadulterated crown used to be are not straight and well-defined
but incomplete, broken, and wiggly. Compare them with the vertical bars to the left of center and
note the difference. Again, insufficient ink does not seem to be the explanation, for the postmark is a
dark, uniform strike. Postal workers did not wait complacently until brand-new cancellers arrived.
Finding themselves “stuck” with Hungarian “survivors,” they did the best they could to avoid “ideologically incongruous” covers.

Figure 37. Left: pre-war Hungarian card postmarked “Sziszek” (and, in Croatian, “Sisak”) on
99 JUN 19, sent to “Karlstadt”; receiving strike (on the 20th) is “Károlyváros”/“Karlovac.”
Right: no crown of St. Stephen in this “Karlovac” postmark on Yugoslavia 3L20 (issued 191920), dated (in non-Hungarian format) 23 JUN 920.

POSTSCRIPT
In this essay, I have scratched the surface. I would need to examine and analyze many more
postal items to answer the elusive questions and to confirm some of the hypotheses and suspicions I
voiced herein. An informal census is risky and may be misleading.29 My only solid conclusion is that
fully explaining the continued use of Hungarian “surviving” cancellers after World War I is bound to
be a complex task that must be sensitive to politics, geography, ethnic identities, demographics, and
(toughest of all) human psychology. At any rate, the
“common sense” explanation that invokes primarily
“post-war blues” will not
take us far in understanding
this phenomenon. Further, I
think that the concept of
“ideologically incongruous”
postal items can be fruitfully applied to postal history
Figure 38. Left to right: Austria military stamp M54 (issued 1917-18),
in general. It need not be repostmarked “Belgrad,” with the crown of St. Stephen and the Hungarian
stricted to the study of the
date format (918 JAN 21); Austria M44 (issued 1915-17), postmarked
postal aftermath of the first
“Belgrad,” with the crown of St. Stephen and the Hungarian date format
European world war.
(917 APR); Austria M6, postmarked “Tábori Főposta [—]” and the Hungarian date format (918 JUL), but lacking the crown of St. Stephen.
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Also mounted in the “back of the book” portions of my Magyar albums are other items with
Hungarian postmarks. Four are shown (Figure 38 on the previous page and Figure 39 below), although the issues they raise might not be significantly related to the topics I have been discussing in
this essay. Finding Hungarian postmarks with the crown on St. Stephen and (for example) the town
name “Belgrad” (Serbia) on Austrian military (feldpost) stamps is, for me, interesting and exciting.
Also, not finding the crown of St. Stephen on similar items increases the provocation. But this subject is properly addressed in another essay.30

Figure 39. An Austrian feldpost card (cropped) which does not even contain, in the list on the left, the Hungarian language version (“A feladó”) of “Absender.” Yet the postmark is Hungarian: “Tábori Postahivatal” and
“915 FEB 5.” Strangely, especially in light of the “Official” cancel, the crown of St. Stephen is missing. The
crown did not appear in the ‘tábori post’ cancels until World War II.

NOTES
26. See, for another example of Fiumian restraint, note 10 in Part I of this essay. But Fiume was not adverse to flamboyant overprints.
On the left, B7 (a semi-postal, issued 1919) is
overprinted to become J18 (a postage due, issued
1921); the suckling Romulus and Remus are
obliterated by peacock feathers (or the NBC
symbol). On the right, Fiume 179 (issued 1923)
is overprinted to become 191 (issued early
1924).
27. I have also seen a few Romanian stamps postmarked with modified Hungarian “survivors” in which the
crown of St. Stephen seems to have been scratched out (below, left and center). The date formats are Romanian. The left stamp is Romania 255 (issued 1920-22); in the center is Romania 229 (issued 1918). Lugos (Romanian, “Lugoj”) was in Krassó-Szörény megye and was the birthplace of Belá Blaskó, i.e., Belá Lugosi
(1882–1956). By contrast, on the right, the sender or a postal worker exacerbated the overprinted obliteration of
Hitler by adding an extra smudge. The stamp is Austria 390 (from Germany 509).

28. “Savskimarof” was pieced together from the “SA,” “SK,” and “MAR” on the three partial postmarks. Csaba Kohalmi and Jim Gaul helped me root it out. Luckily for future postal historians, one of these three strikes
left a crown of St. Stephen on the lower-left corner of the stamp, as indicated in Figure 33.
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29. I also wonder about the use of Hungarian “surviving” cancellers in the parts of Árva megye and Szepes
megye that went to Poland. Did they exist and were they used on early Polish covers?
30. Many thanks to Jim Gaul for his research help, to László Szegedi and László Filep for their images, and especially to Csaba Kohalmi for, among other things, his supererogatory patience and persistence in answering
my questions. Any success I have had in avoiding either vulgar or subtle mistakes is due to his efforts.


HUNGARIAN POSTAL RATES FOR 2009
The rate increases for the year 2009 again represent an interesting mixed bag of small increases (HUF 5-10) for domestic rates; larger increases (HUF 10-50) for rates to Europe and other
destinations. Interestingly, the rates for priority (airmail) handling remained unchanged in many
weight categories while the rates for non-priority increased significantly. Post cards now cost the
same as the basic letter rate. The only reduction was in the M-bag category.
(US $1 = ~ HUF 220.-)
/Information in the table was compiled from the web page of the Hungarian Post/
New Hungarian Postal Rates
(simplified version)
Standard letter1 to 30gm
Standard letter1 to 20gm
Letter up to 20gm, non-standard
Letter up to 50gm
Letter up to 100gm
Letter up to 250gm
Letter up to 500gm
Letter up to 750gm
Letter up to 1000gm
Letter up to 1500gm
Letter up to 2000gm
Post Card
M Bag up to 5kg
M Bag over 5kg, per kg

E-mail notification
Domestic parcel up to 20 kg
Domestic parcel up to 20 kg
Collect on Delivery
Registration
Certified/Tértivevény
Official Correspondence
“ delivered to addressee only
Deliver to addressee only
Declared value
“ for each 1000Ft over 10.000Ft

Domestic
Non-priority
Priority
8.75.100.12.2.-105.145.130.185.165.240.295.370.480.600.615.775.75.100.55.930.- (standard)
1.420.- (non-standard)
260.200.125.280.330.190.320.- (up to 10.000Ft)
35.-

1 January 2009
Europe
Non-priority
Priority
8.12.210.230.2.270.290.370.390.450.470.850.1.050.1.500.1.820.3.000.3.520.4.000.4.690.4.500.5.850.210.230.5.000.6.000.600.600.500.350.700.300.350.250.- for each 5.000Ft
-

Other Destinations
Non-priority
Priority
8.12.230.260.2.300.330.2.370.420.460.3.780.500.540.110.1.000.1.170.1.700.2.030.3.300.3.970.4.400.5.380.4.900.6.790.230.260.6.500.7.500.1.000.1.000.500.350.700.300.350.250.- for each 5.000Ft
-

Footnote:
1
The “Standard Envelope” dimensions are 114 x 162 mm (minimum) and 110 x 220 mm (maximum).
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PAPER VARIETIES OF THE DEFINITIVE STAMPS ISSUES OF 1983-1999 (Part 1)
by David Platt and Csaba L. Kohalmi

The Magyar posta- és illetékbélyeg katalógus / The Catalog of Hungarian Postage and
Revenue Stamps makes vague references about initial and subsequent printings of these ‘regular’
stamps issues having been made on various types of papers. David and I started a dialogue about this
subject; and, with a limited number of these stamps available to us, we are making an attempt at categorizing the types of papers used in printing. Basically, the paper stock used to print these Hungarian
stamps is of foreign origin. The paper sometimes is coated with a shiny surface, other times it is not.
As a result, it exhibits various levels of fluorescence. While the intensity of fluorescence should be
the subject of a scientific study, we had to be satisfied with drawing conclusions by ‘eyeballing.’
In the ‘big picture’ realm, we concluded that these stamps were printed on coated (shiny) paper and uncoated (matte finish) paper (more on the third type of paper in the next paragraph). The
coated papers can be subdivided into semi-shiny and intense shiny finishes. Since the paper stock
was procured at different times quite possibly from different suppliers, the two sub-types can be separated further based on their levels of fluorescence: hi-brite and dull. ‘Hi-brite’ leaves not doubt in anyone’s imagination about the fluorescence. David described the ‘dull fluorescence’ as if the stamp
had a black moiré mask overlay on the fluorescent surface. Part of the difficulty in judging fluorescence on used stamps is the fact that stamp paper has a tendency to pick up the whitener from the paper of the envelope after soaking. Stamps on cover are nearly impossible to judge because the glow
of the envelope washes out the glow of the stamp. Also, this study is not intended to address the paper thickness varieties. Furthermore, a study of mint stamps would have been more useful since the
color and finish of the gum could have aided in the identification of different paper stocks. Unfortunately, mint stamps in dealers’ stock usually are from the initial printing. Only a collector in Hungary
making regular visits to post offices over a span of many years could attempt such a scholarly study.
In a move to forestall counterfeiting in the computer age, the
trademarked ‘Sihl’ paper was introduced in the 1990s. This paper
does not have overall fluorescence (with one exception) but has
embedded fluorescent fibers that are best seen on the back side of
the stamps (see the illustration on the left). The one exception was
the sheet version of 5Ft Postal History stamp (Scott No. 3221), of
which we managed to find just a single copy printed on Sihl paper.
This stamp glowed as if it were hi-brite on the face but showed the
definite fluorescent fiber characteristics of the Sihl paper on the
back side. This could be because it was contaminated during soaking or drying.
The subsequent tables show the compilation of results for three series of stamps: the 1983
Resorts trio, the 1988 Airmail series, and the 1989 Postal History (sheet version) stamps.
1983 Resorts, Scott Nos. 2827-2829
coated, shiny paper
matte paper
hi-brite
dull fluorescence
hi-brite
dull fluorescence
1Ft
1Ft
1Ft
2Ft
2Ft
2Ft
5Ft
5Ft
5Ft
5Ft

intense shiny
hi-brite
3Ft
5Ft
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1989 Postal History, Scott Nos. 3220-3221
coated paper
semi-shiny
dull fluorescence
hi-brite
3Ft
5Ft
5Ft
5Ft

Sihl paper
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semi-shiny
hi-brite
1Ft
2Ft mauve

4Ft
10Ft
12Ft

1988 Airmail, Scott Nos. C445-451
coated paper
uncoated (matte)
paper
intense shiny
dull fluores- hi-brite
dull fluores- hi-brite
dull fluorescence
cence
cence
1Ft
1Ft
1Ft
1Ft
2Ft mauve
2Ft clar- 2Ft claret
et
4Ft
4Ft
10Ft
10FT
10Ft
10Ft
12Ft

Sihl paper

4Ft
10Ft

Note: The 2Ft stamp was initially printed in mauve color (purplish-red). The reprints are in claret (deep red).
We did not have very many examples of the 12Ft stamp (Scott No. C452) to examine, so the conclusions for this
value are incomplete.

In the next issue we hope to tabulate our findings of the paper varieties used to print the
1986-1992 Mansions series, the 1994-1999 Folk Designs series, and the on-going Furniture series
that started in 1999. The Mansions series also turned out to be a study of the different perforations, it
seems like, that were used for each reprinting.


EXTRAORDINARY COVERS FROM THE WORLD’S FIRST AIRMAIL SERVICE
by Ingert Kuzych
Previous articles in The News of Hungarian Philately introduced readers to the world’s first
regular and first international airmail service, which functioned between Vienna – in the AustroHungarian Empire – and Kyiv – in newly independent Ukraine – from 31 March to 15 October 1918,
i.e., during the last year of World War I. This line featured daily flights in both directions with intermediate stops in Krakau (Krakow, now in Poland) and Lemberg (Lviv, in present-day Ukraine); see
Figure 1. Different planes flew each leg of the service with the mailbag quickly transferred from the
arriving flight to the warmed-up-and-waiting departing plane.
The flight distance between the two end points was about 1,200 km (720 mi) and the entire
route was completed on average in about 12 hours. Most mails traveled between the Austrian cities of
Vienna, Krakau, and Lemberg, with relatively few items carried on to Kyiv (and most of these were
of military correspondence). On 31 March, three special Austrian airmail stamps – 1.50, 2.50, and
4.00 kronen – were introduced for the civilian mails that began to be carried on that day.

Figure 1. The solid line shows airmail routes established to link Vienna to Kyiv via Krakow and Lemberg in one direction, and Vienna to Budapest in the
other. The dashed line shows a proposed “southern
route” of Budapest-Arad-Bucharest-Odessa that was
never set up.
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Figure 2. Loading the mail in preparation for the
first Budapest to Vienna flight, 4 July 1918.
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For almost three weeks in July of 1918 (from the 4th to the 24th) a Vienna to Budapest leg
also functioned as part of this airmail service. A considerable amount of mail was transported during
this short time between these two major cities of the Empire, but this segment was discontinued after
a couple of fatal crashes. Two special Hungarian airmail stamps were created for this service by
overprinting two values of the Hungarian Parliament set “REPÜLŐ POSTA” (air mail): the 75 fillér
value was redesignated 1K 50f and the 2 Korona became 4K 50f. Reportedly, 70,000 copies of each
stamp were printed.
We now skip ahead 90 years. During the closing months of 2008, I was involved in some
prolonged negotiations with a renowned airmail collector from Germany who owned some of the finest covers flown on this first airmail service of 1918 and who used these items to help him win gold
medals for his various airmail exhibits. Last fall’s announcement that he would be selling his holdings drew interest from collectors around the world.
Several times during our email correspondences I despaired of ever acquiring these materials
and by the end of the year had given up hope entirely. Abruptly, however, in early January, the owner contacted me and let me know that he would be willing to let me have just the items from the 1918
service – exactly what I’d originally requested!
This article will highlight the five covers from this purchase that flew to or from Budapest.
First Budapest to Vienna Flight. The first flight from Budapest to Vienna on 4 July 1918
carried 520 pieces of mail (as well as 300 telegrams) and was piloted by an Austrian Capt. Raft von
Marwil. He was accompanied by a Hungarian pilot, Lt. Emil Varga, in order to make this first flight
a truly international (Austrian and Hungarian) endeavour (Figure 2). The pilots made this inaugural
trip of some 225 km – using a Hansa-Brandenburg aircraft – in just over two hours (from 1030 to
1233), arriving twenty minutes late because they had to fly around a storm. They handed over their
mail pouched to waiting representatives of the Vienna Main Post Office.
The Hungarian air rates were a bit more complicated than those in the Austrian half of the
empire.
 In addition to normal postage (10 fillér for postal cards and 20 fillér for regular letters),
 A 60 fillér express (special delivery) fee was required, and a registry fee of 25 fillér was charged
when applicable.
 Additionally, there was a 1 Korona delivery (handling) charge for transporting mails from the
Budapest Main Post Office to the airport.
 Finally, the airmail surcharge consisted of 1.50 Korona for each 20 grams of weight and for each
flight segment.
The obverse of the cover in
Figure 3 shows a 1K 50f airmail
stamp, while the reverse bears 1.80
Korona in franking (20f letter rate +
60f express fee + 1K handling fee),
as well as a Vienna 4 July arrival
cancel.
All mail on this first flight
displayed the handwritten word
“expresse” – i.e., special delivery.
The blue pencilled marks were in
some instances (as on this cover)
erased by a well-meaning collector
seeking to “clean up” his covers.
Nonetheless, the word can still be
faintly made out in the lower left
corner. The requirement for this inscription was dropped after the first
few days of the service.
Figure 3. Cover carried on the first Budapest to Vienna flight.
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First Budapest to Krakow Flight. As mentioned above, Hungarian airmail letters were
permitted to be sent registered. This practice differed from the Austrian regulations, which did not
allow registered mail to be carried on flights originating in Vienna. Most registered items flown consisted of official mail and dispatches that never became available to philatelists. Therefore, registered
airmail from Budapest is quite scarce.
The item illustrated in Figure 4, however, is utterly unique. Until recently, no registered letters were recorded as having been flown on the first flight from Budapest. It was thought that perhaps
a few might have been included in the 520 letter total to Vienna, but none was recorded to either Krakow or Lemberg. In 2004, a registered letter was reported to Lemberg by Szilagyi. Now, the cover in
Figure 4 verifies that a registered letter also travelled from Budapest to Krakow on 4 July!
The 5.05 Korona franking breaks down as follows: 20f letter rate + 25f registry fee + 60f express fee + 1K handling fee + 3K airmail delivery (for two flight legs: 1.5K + 1.5K). There is no
doubt; this is one of the finest pieces from this first airmail service. Note the bold “expresse” in the
lower left.

Figure 4. The only known cover that travelled from Budapest all the way to Krakow
on the first day of the Hungarian airmail service, 4 July 1918.

First Vienna to Budapest Flight. Figure 5 displays a cover flown on the first return flight
to Budapest. Although the stamps are cancelled 4 July (the day they were dropped off at the post office), the departure cancel underneath shows 5 July as does the arrival cancel. A total of 263 items
are reported to have been carried on this flight.
During the next three weeks, the planes left Budapest’s Mátyásföld Airport between 1600 and
1700 and arrived in Vienna about 1900. The mail for destinations beyond Vienna was kept overnight
and dispatched with the airmail that left the next morning heading further east. The plane that had
flown to Vienna the previous evening, returned to Budapest the following morning with mail from the
Austrian capital.
Vienna to Budapest – Sans Air Mail Stamps. The next cover is another astonishingly exceptional item (Figure 6). It is one of only two airmail items I have ever seen from this service that
did not carry any airmail stamps! (A third cover was once mentioned to me, but it remains unconfirmed.)
The piece flew on 9 July 1918 and displays the correct franking of 2.65 Kronen (15 heller letter rate + 1K handling fee + 1.5K air mail fee). In terms of rarity, this item ranks up there with co-
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vers from Budapest to Kyiv, of which only three are reportedly known (two of which I have seen
and can verify). It was the most expensive of the Hungarian-related items purchased.

Figure 5. A cover flown on the first return trip Vienna to Budapest on 5 July 1918.

Figure 6. The franking on this rare cover is
composed solely of regular postage stamps –
not airmail stamps.

Last Budapest to Vienna Flight. Some published reports which state that the link to Hungary closed because of lack of use are not creditable. The numbers speak for themselves:
 Budapest-Vienna and other Austrian destinations 6,247 items
 Budapest-Krakow 409 items
 Budapest-Lemberg 200 items
 Vienna-Budapest 2,411 items.
In reality, the shutdown was caused by a couple of unfortunate plane crashes, the first on 13
July and the second on 21 July, both of which saw the two-man crews killed. The Empire’s resources
were already considerably stretched by this time in the war and planes and crew were not easily replaced. Since the original plan to set up a second air service to Odessa was abandoned, the need for a
regular Budapest-Vienna mail link could no longer be justified. Nonetheless, a military air courier
service continued to operate between the two capitals until the last days of the war.

Figure 7. Overweight cover
carried on the last Budapest to
Vienna flight on 23 July 1918.
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The last flight from Hungary’s capital (23 July 1918) carried either 148 or 154 pieces of mail
(the sources are unclear), most of them registered. What makes the item in Figure 7 so special, however, is that it was not only registered, but severely overweight (the fourth weight increment, somewhere between 61 and 80 grams). The 8.20 Korona franking consisted of 35f letter rate + 25f registry
+ 60f express fee + 1K handling fee + 6K airmail (1.5K for each weight increment). A very nice
piece, especially since it displays both airmail stamps – something that doesn’t crop up all that frequently.
According to the Austrian Ferchenbauer handbook, very heavy mailings of this type are
worth at least five times a typical flight cover. Since this was a special last-flight item, its overall
value was quite high. It was the second most expensive of the covers flown to or from Budapest.
SPECIAL SALE ANNOUNCEMENT
The four covers described in this article that travelled between Budapest and Vienna are available for
sale! Although the author ardently collects items from this airmail service, he specializes in collecting covers from the Austrian routes eastward toward Krakow, Lemberg, and Kyiv. He is, therefore,
willing to part with his recently obtained items that travelled between the capitals of the AustroHungarian Empire, Vienna and Budapest.
Contact Ingert Kuzych at: ingert@starpower.net or at P.O. Box 3, Springfield, VA 22150.
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THE EDITOR’S NOTES
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

The economic crisis that started last summer/fall surely has had an impact on the collecting
habits of our members. Perhaps I’m belaboring the obvious, but I can’t help to think that Chairman
Nikita Khrushchev is doing somersaults in his grave. With the deep recession and other problems in
the capitalist world, his finger-wagging threat that “We will bury you” has come close to reality despite the fact that the communist movement was cast out on the dung-heap of history in 1989.
Having watched the March 15th Independence Day festivities (?!?!) in Hungary via the internet, I am convinced that today’s Hungarian society, nearly 20 years after the fall of one-party, dictatorial Communist government, has not evolved past the police-state reality of the Rákosi-era. Back in
the 1950’s, when the jack-booted AVÓ/AVH secret policemen in uniform earned a wide berth on the
sidewalk, when the doorbell ringing in the middle of the night (csengőfrász) pumped stress-induced
adrenalin through the residents’ bloodstream, when trying to listen to Radio Free Europe, the BBC or
the Voice of America’s static-filled broadcasts was not without consequences, the police-state mentality was an accepted fact. Nevertheless, since the 2006 celebration of the 1956 Hungarian Revolution
and Freedom Fight, NO national holiday has gone by without police cordons, police brutality,
off-limit areas around Budapest monuments, and demands for regime-change. Quo vadis, Hungaria? What can I say to the nation that showed the world the meaning of nationalism in Prince
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Ferenc Rákóczi’s freedom fight in 1703, to the nation that sacrificed its finest in the perfect revolution
and independence fight in 1848, to the people that rose in simultaneous protest and revolution against
communism in 1956? Give me a clue! Get past the revenge-filled motives exemplified horrifically
by the execution of the country’s first prime minister, Count Lajos Batthányi in 1849 to the martyrdom of Imre Nagy in 1958. The fabric of the Magyar ethnic is extremely fragile.
Bob Morgan forwarded a short article, Stamp collecting in a Time of War & Mass Murder,
from the February 2009 issue of the American Philatelist authored by Frank Schubert. The topic
was a censored, registered postal card send from Szamosújvár in Northern Transylvania on 17 September 1944 to Norway. The card acknowledged receipt of philatelic exchange material and begged
to delay a return sending until more peaceful times. At the time the card was written, Soviet and Rumanian troops were pushing into the part of Transylvania that was returned to Hungary in 1940. The
Torda offensive by the 2nd Hungarian Army was under way; but by 12 October the Russians had occupied Szamosújvár. The author also referenced Jan-Jaap de Weerd’s article on German censor
marks from the July-September 2006 issue of The News.
Along similar lines of stamp collecting in an
era of turmoil and unrest, I picked up (from a
seller in Malaysia, of all places) a mundanelooking envelope sent from Pozsony on 31 December 1918 to Berlin. The sender was a
prominent philatelist of his day, Dr. Victor
Weinert. He generated a lot of philatelic mail
carried on the short-lived 1918 airmail flights.
The addressee was Carl von Matzenau, who
was serving as a military attaché in Berlin. Von
Matzenau was the recipient of SHS overprinted
stamps from such places as Pártosfalva. One’s
imagination can run wild in trying to figure out
the subject of the correspondence. For example, could Dr. Weinert have been inquiring
about procuring Pártosfalva covers? Later in
1921, Dr. Weinert was active in tabulating the
Victor Weinert’s letter to Carl von Matzenau
issues of Lajtabánság.
Bob Morgan found this typewritten invoice
inside an old envelope. It was sent by L. Halász
from Budapest to the General Stamp Company,
100 Nassau Street, New York on 1 November
1949. Halász was offering to ship large quantities of the 1949 UPU sets (Scott Nos. 859-60,
C63, current catalog value ~US$2), perforated
and imperforate as well as in booklet format. His
asking price was 23 cents for a perforated set, 28
cents for imperforate and 25 cents in booklet
form. It is interesting to note that he did not
mention the existence of the two different types
of booklets. In one version, the block of 6
stamps was imperforate on the sides. In the second version, the block of six stamps were imperforate in between the pairs of stamps. Maybe this
difference was not publicized at the time. His
prices were the same with postage paid either via
airmail or surface mail. Late 1949 may have been the last time a private individual could ship large
quantities of stamps outside the country without an export permit from the Hungarian National Bank.
By 1950, large scale nationalization of shops and enterprises employing fewer than five persons took
effect. The centrally planned, Communist-style economy no longer tolerated such a private entrepre-
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neurship as Mr. Halász’s. At the time the forint was introduced on 1 August 1946, its value was
based on a gold standard. The initial conversion rate was roughly 8.5 US cents per forint. By 1949,
the conversion rate may have changed slightly. Since the face value of the UPU set was 3,60Ft, Halász’s asking price converted to a rate of 6.4 US cents per forint.
Bob Morgan also forwarded scans from the February 2009 issue of Bélyegvilág in which Dr.
Lőwei reviewed the October-December 2008 issue of The News. Interestingly, Dr. Lőwei referred to
our member Simon Barb as ‘an American author’ in discussing his articles on the 1918 airmail and
the 1931 Zeppelin flight covers. Perhaps I should emphasize the international nature of our membership. We have SHP members from five continents and a dozen different countries. My philatelic
friend Simon is a very active contributor to this newsletter and lives in France. Dr. Lőwei also was
surprised that errors such as the 1938 Eucharistic Congress souvenir sheet with missing designer’s
name can be purchased ‘cheaply on e-bay for only $150.’
Several new offerings of 1918 airmail covers appeared on eBay during this period. The
first lot consisted of three covers, two Stiasny
items sent to Krakau (July 10 and 11 flights) and
one July 15th flight to Vienna. The lot sold for
$312. The next two items were sold individually:
a July 11th non-Stiasny mailing to Krakau and a
July 8th registered cover to Vienna. Each item
sold for about $66. Another first day cover of the
1950 5 Year Plan set sold for over $110.
Dick Stark reported that the search for the
1Ft 1952 Peace Congress stamp printed on NONfluorescent paper turned up negative results.
Over 100 copies of the stamps were examined by
his Hungarian sources and all happened to have
been printed on fluorescent paper. At this time,
until proven otherwise, we must assume that
ALL examples of this stamp are on fluorescent
paper and that the stamp catalogs, as well as the
Magyar bélyegek monográfiája, are WRONG.
Alan Soble commented that despite 20+ years of efforts by prominent philatelists to designate the 1867 Francis Joseph profile issue as the first Hungarian stamp issue, the Hungarian Post has
never honored these stamps as its own. On the last significant anniversary of its independence (the
140th in 2007), the Hungarian Post issued a commemorative postal card. The imprint of the card
showed Transportation Minister Gábor Baross; the back side, a montage of mostly modern Hungarian
stamps. No mention was made of the Francis Joseph stamps! The closest this image of the
king/emperor came to being reproduced on a Hungarian postage stamp is the 1969 Postal Card Centennial stamp, Scott No. 2004. The image is small and indistinct and it commemorates a different
emission in a different year. MABÉOSz did issue a pair of non-postal souvenir sheets in 1987 reproducing stamps from the 1867 issue with Hungarian cancellations. The text on the sheets honored the
60th Hungarian Stamp Day, the 35th anniversary of MABÉOSz, and the 40th anniversary of the publication of the Filatéliai Szemle. The late László Surányi privately overprinted 50 pairs of these
sheets with additional text honoring the 120th anniversary of Hungarian stamps. He was officially
censured by the Hungarian national stamp collectors’ organization for this action!
French President Nicholas Sárközy reportedly has sponsored a new stamp club at his residence in the Elysee Palace in Paris. Among other philatelic interest, President Sárközy collects Hungarian stamps because of his interest in his Hungarian ancestors.
Judy Kennett sent a very interesting article highlighting the contribution of George
Bornemissza, a Hungarian immigrant to Australia in 1951, regarding the introduction of bovine dung
beetles to help tackle animal waste problems created by the country’s pastoral industry. While this is
not of philatelic nature (unless the 84-year old Bornemissza gets honored on postage stamp in the future), it highlights a Hungarian’s role in “the application of ecology for human benefit.”
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Brian Freeman forwarded H. James Maxwell’s article, Counterfeits on eBay from the 73/2
issue of The China Clipper. In the article, the author provided a step-by-step explanation of how to
report a forgery listing to eBay:
 Look for the ‘Report this item’ at the bottom on the listing page
 On the following page, look for the drop-down ‘Reason for this report’
 In that drop-down menu, click on ‘Counterfeits and copyright violations’
 In the following ‘Detailed reason’ click on ‘Potential trademark infringement’
 Next, in the ‘Additional Information’ drop, select ‘Other replica or counterfeit items’
 Clicking on this takes you to a form to report the forgery.
Ebay’s policy for selling stamps that are forgeries, fakes or facsimiles require that the items
 be clearly and indelibly marked as such,
 a clear image of the mark must be included ,
 it must be clearly stated in the title or description.
If the seller is unsure of the authenticity of the item, this should be stated clearly in the listing.
The selling of stamps described ‘AS IS’ regarding their authenticity is not an acceptable.


PAPAL LETTERS
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

In the April-June 2006 issue of The News I published an article by Dr. Ferenc Nagy titled
Presidential Letters, mail addressed to various presidents of the United States. Recently, Judy Kennett sent me scans of a postal card mailed to Pope St. Pius X in 1912. So, it begat this short article on
letters sent to the Pope.

The card was sent from Budapest 4 on 3 September 1912 addressed His Holiness Pope Pius
X (later canonized as St. Pius X) in Rome, Italy, the Papal Palace in the Vatican. This was before the
Lateran Treaty that was ratified between Italian Dictator Benito Mussolini and Pope Pius XI in 1929
establishing the independence of the Vatican. The card was sent anonymously by a writer whose
purpose in generating the correspondence escapes me. The writer (she) wrote that the Countess Irma
Sztáray published a book (in 1909 according to information gleaned from the internet) about the Empress Elisabeth, the murdered wife of Emperor-King Francis Joseph. In that book (titled From the
Last Years of the Empress Elisabeth), Countess Sztáray (a lady-in-waiting to the empress) evidently maligned the writer, who, at the time of the Elisabeth’s murder, suffered a nervous breakdown pretending that the Empress’ death was her own. The card contains a number of underlined words for
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emphasis as well as additions and mysterious markings (hash marks). In my humble opinion, the
writer probably was still mentally disturbed well after the empress’ death in 1898.

Left: Mussolini (left) and Cardinal Gasparri (seated) at the signing of the Lateran Treaty.
Right: Postcard commemorating the treaty featuring the likenesses of Pope Pius XI (center),
King Victor Emmanuel (left) and Benito Mussolini (right).
The Vatican City is celebrating the 80th anniversary of its statehood this year.

Countess Irma Sztáray (1864-1940) accompanied the 60-year old
Empress Elisabeth on the fatal walk along the quay in Geneva on 10 September 1898 when the anarchist’s assault occurred. The empress was dazed
by the stab to her chest but still boarded the lake steamer for her ride back
to her villa. On board, she fainted and was rushed to a hospital where she
expired. The murderer was Luigi Luccheni, a brickmason who may have
worked on the Royal Palace in Buda at an earlier time in his life. He used a
sharpened file in the fatal attack. Sentenced to life imprisonment, he committed suicide in 1911. Countess Sztáray used her friendship with Elisabeth for literary gain and published several books based on her experiences.
Elisabeth married Francis Joseph in 1854 and bore him four children.
Daughter Sophie died at age two. Son Rudolf, the heir to the throne, committed suicide at Mayerling in 1889. This tragedy caused Elisabeth to
withdraw from the court. She spent her time travelling, often incognito,
throughout Europe and was at the side of her husband only infrequently.
Her last visit to Hungary was for the opening of the Millennium Exhibition in May 1896. Austria
commemorated the marriage of Francis Joseph and Elisabeth with a series of stamps and a souvenir
sheet in 2004. The design was printed using gold foil technology that is hard to reproduce clearly.
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The next cover was addressed to Eugenio Cardinal Pacelli in the Royal Palace of Buda. It
was sent during the 1938 Eucharistic Congress held in Budapest and attended by Cardinal Pacelli as
Papal Nuncio, a representative of Pope Pius XI. In the next year, Cardinal Pacelli was elected to succeed Pius XI and took the name of Pius XII. He reigned as pope until the fall of 1958.

Left: Letter addressed to His Eminence, Eugenio Pacelli Cardinali Legati di papa.
Right: Cardinal Pacelli being greeted by Regent Horthy upon arrival in Budapest.


ERRATA
By the time Alan Soble was able to roof-read the first part of his Obliterations article, I had
sent the CD with the newsletter file to Chris Brainard for publication. As a result, Alan’s comments
didn’t make it as corrections. (This is not the case with Part 2 of the article contained in this newsletter.) In a few places I did not maintain consistency in using bold font for book titles, such as the
Scott Catalog. On page 21 of the January-March issue, a pasted-in sentence appeared in a larger font
size than the rest o the text. On the same page, in the caption for Figure 5 the bottom part of the letters was missing because I did not delete the internal margin of the text box. My main problem in the
past has been my cheesy computer keyboard that has a tendency to double-up the characters inadvertently. Besides that, I have an aversion to proofreading and rely on the spellchecker instead. /Ed./


POST-WORLD WAR I OCCUPATION STAMP VARIETIES
Compiled by Chris Brainard
1919 SZEGED ISSUE
Summary of error and missing letter varieties from the Brainard collection of full sheets of 100
Szeged - Errors common on all sheet types
Pos: 33 & 83
Pos: 42 & 92
Pos: 44 & 94

‘1’ instead of ‘I’ in ‘NEMZETI’
Upper left corner of ‘N’ in “NEMZETI’ missing.
‘1’ instead of ‘I’ in ‘NEMZETI’
‘1’ instead of ‘I’ in ‘NEMZETI’
Szeged – Transitional missing letter varieties common on all sheet types
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Partial to fully missing 2nd ‘1’ of ‘1919’
Weak to missing 1st ‘e’ of ‘Szeged’
Tops of both ‘1’ missing in ‘1919’
Top of 1st ‘1’ missing to fully missing ‘1’ of ‘1919’
Weak to nearly missing ‘z’ in ‘Szeged’
Weak to missing 1st ‘e’ in ‘Szeged’
Weak to missing ‘z’ in ‘Szeged’
Top of 2nd ‘1’ missing to fully missing ‘1’ of ‘1919’
Top half of second ‘1’ missing in ‘1919’
Weak to missing ‘z’ of ‘Szeged’
Weak to missing ‘z’ of ‘Szeged’
Weak to missing ‘g’ of ‘Szeged’
Weak to missing 1st ‘1’ of ‘1919’

Pos: 5 & 55
Pos: 6 & 56
Pos: 11 & 61
Pos: 17 & 67
Pos: 23 & 73
Pos: 28 & 78
Pos: 30 & 80
Pos: 31 & 81
Pos: 36 & 86
Pos: 38 & 88
Pos: 39 & 89
Pos: 45 & 95
Pos: 48 & 98

There appears to be no genuine missing letter errors on the Szeged sheets. Poorly set letters in the
overprint plate eventually transformed from partially missing letters to fully missing letters as the overprinting progressed. This transformation affected mainly the word ‘Szeged’ and the date ‘1919’.
Resulting errors found on all Szeged issues:
Missing ‘1’ of ‘1919’
Missing ‘1’ of ‘1919’
Missing ‘z’ of ‘Szeged’
Missing ‘e’ of ‘Szeged’
Missing ‘g’ of ‘Szeged’
Szeged - Minor varieties common on all sheet types
Lower portion of ‘g’ missing in ‘Szeged’
Top of ‘g’ missing in ‘MAGYAR’
Lower portion of ‘g’ missing in ‘Szeged’
Top of ‘9’ missing in ‘1919’ and ‘1’ of ‘1919’ nearly completely missing.
Break in ‘A’ of ‘KORMÁNY’

Pos: 2 & 52
Pos: 26 & 76
Pos: 32 & 82
Pos: 34 & 84
Pos: 47 & 97

Missing letters or errors specific to one overprint type
Szeged Harvester Sheets
Print Shop One:
Pos: 20

Top of ‘1’ missing in ‘1919’.

Print Shop One & Two:
Pos 68-70: (shop 2)
Messy distorted letters.
Pos: 70 (shop 1)
Missing ‘1’ in ‘1919’.
Pos: 71 (shop 2)
Partial to nearly missing ‘m’ in ‘NEMZETI’.
Pos: 75
Weak to nearly missing ‘z’ in ‘Szeged’.
Pos: 78 (shop 2)
Fractured ‘e’ in ‘Szeged’ and filled in ‘o’ of ‘KORMÁNY’.
Pos: 82 (shop 2)
Weak to nearly missing ‘e’ in ‘NEMZETI’.
Pos: 91
Nearly missing ‘z’ in ‘Szeged’.
Pos: 96 (shop 2)
Nearly missing ‘e’ in ‘Szeged’.
Plate deterioration witnessed the damage to two letters in the word ‘NEMZETI’.
Resulting missing letter varieties:
Missing ‘m’ in ‘NEMZETI’
Missing ‘e’ in ‘NEMZETI’
Szeged Parliament & Postage Due Sheets
Pos: 18 & 68

Both
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Pos: 19 & 69
Pos: 10 & 60
Pos: 32 & 82
Pos: 84
Pos: 38
Pos: 39

Both
Parliament
Parliament
Parliament
Parliament
Parliament

No serifs on ‘K’ of ‘KORMÁNY’. Partially missing ‘g’ of ‘Szeged’
No serifs on ‘N’ of ‘NEMZETI’ or ‘K’ of ‘KORMÁNY’
‘I’ of ‘NEMZETI’ shifted down
‘T’ of ‘NEMEZTI’ slightly raised
Weak ‘z’ of ‘Szeged’. 10 mm separation ‘NEMZETI’ to ‘Szeged’
Completely missing ‘R’ of ‘KORMÁNY’

Pos: 10 & 60

Dues

Pos: 11 & 61
Pos: 15 & 65
Pos: 17 & 67
Pos: 27 & 77
Pos: 39
Pos: 89

Dues
Dues
Dues
Dues
Dues
Dues

‘Szvged’ error. No serifs on ‘N’ of ‘NEMZETI’ or
‘K’ of ‘KORMÁNY’
‘Magyar’ shifted down
‘ZETI’ of ‘NEMZETI’ shifted lower than ‘NEM’
Printer’s mark after ‘r’ of ‘MAGYAR’
Printer’s mark in front of ‘K’ of ‘KORMÁNY’
Mostly missing ‘R’ of ‘KORMÁNY’
Completely missing ‘R’ of ‘KORMÁNY’
(error corrected on Parliament sheets)

Resulting printing error unique to Postage Due stamps:
‘e’ of ‘Szeged’ is a ‘v’ - ‘Szvged’
Resulting missing letter varieties for Parliament and Postage Due stamps:
Missing ‘R’ of ‘KORMANY’
Szeged Newspaper Stamp Sheet
Pos: 7 & 57
Pos: 9 & 59
Pos: 10 & 60
Pos: 18, 19 & 68,69
Pos: 20 & 70
Pos: 27 & 77
Pos: 41
Pos: 45 & 95
Pos: 46 & 96

Nearly missing second ‘9’ of ‘1919’ (Weak ‘9’ on Parliament/Harvesters)
Weak ‘z’ in ‘Szeged’
Weak ‘z’ to nearly missing ‘z’ in ‘Szeged’
Raised type resulting in heavier inked overprint (messy looking ovpt)
Raised type resulting in damaged overall overprint.
‘KO’ of ‘KORMÁNY’ missing
Front half of 1st ‘9’ missing in ‘1919’
‘MAGYAR’ reading down
Weak 2nd ‘E’ in ‘NEMZETI’
Weak to missing 1st ‘e’ in ‘Szeged’
WESTERN HUNGARY – 1ST ISSUE
Source – Chris Brainard collection – full sheets of 100
Harvester Sheets:

Pos: 2 & 7
Pos: 4 & 9
Pos: 5 & 10
Pos: 21 & 26
Pos: 53 & 58
Pos: 55 & 60
Pos: 61 & 66
Pos: 63 & 68
Pos: 72 & 77
Pos: 73 & 78
Pos: 83 & 88

Different font (type II) ‘2’ in ‘1921’
Different font (type III) ‘2’ in ‘1921’
Nearly missing (Pos: 5) & weak (Pos: 10) ‘k’ in Felkelő’
‘2’ of ‘1921’ shifted slightly higher
Open top on ‘o’ in ‘Nyugatmagyarország’
Different font (type II) ‘2’ in ‘1921’
Different font (type III) ‘2’ in ‘1921’, poorly formed ‘m’ in ‘megszállt’
Deformed ‘g’ in ‘megszállt’
Small ‘s’ in ‘Nyugatmagyarország’
Partial missing ‘l’ in ‘által’
Shaved top of ‘o’ in ‘Nyugatmagyarország’
Parliament sheets:

Pos: 2 & 7
Pos: 4 & 9
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‘2’ of ‘1921’ shifted slightly higher
Small ‘o’ in ‘Nyugatmagyarország’
Different font (type II) ‘2’ in ‘1921’
Different font (type III) ‘2’ in ‘1921’, poorly formed ‘m’ in ‘megszállt’
Deformed ‘g’ in ‘megszállt’
Small ‘s’ in ‘Nyugatmagyarország’
Partial missing ‘l’ in ‘által’
Shaved to of ‘o’ in ‘Nyugatmagyarország’

Pos: 21 & 26
Pos: 53 & 58
Pos: 55 & 60
Pos: 61 & 66
Pos: 63 & 68
Pos: 72 & 77
Pos: 73 & 78
Pos: 83 & 88

Source - The News of Hungarian Philately – Volume: 34 / Number: 3 July-September 2003 (large
format) – Dezső Flasch
Study of full sheets in the Fischer-Lingauer accumulation.
Positional varieties:
Pos: 5, 10, 15
Pos: 22, 27
Pos: 23, 28
Pos: 37, 57
Pos: 61, 66
Pos: 73, 78
Pos: 91, 96
Pos: 5, 15
Pos: 70
Pos: 81, 88
Pos: 91, 96
Pos: 96

Harvester
Harvester
Harvester
Harvester
Harvester
Harvester
Harvester
Parliament
Parliament
Parliament
Parliament
Parliament

Missing period after ‘szept’.
Missing accent mark on ‘o’ in ‘Felkelő’.
Missing second ‘l’ in ‘Felkelő’ (50f stamp only)
Missing period after ‘1921’. (not on all sheets)
Missing ‘m’ in ‘megszállt’.
Missing first ‘l’ in ‘által’.
Missing serif on first ‘1’ of ‘1921’.
Missing period after ‘szept’.
Missing second ‘l’ in ‘által’.
Deformed ‘g’ in ‘Magyarok’.
Missing serif on first ‘1’ of ‘1921’.
Missing second ‘e’ in ‘Felkelő’.
WESTERN HUNGARY – 3RD ISSUE

Source – The News of Hungarian Philately – Volume: 32 / Number: 2 Apr-Jun 2001 (small format) –
Csaba Kohalmi
Quarter sheets in CEB collection
Printed in Felsöőr at the Reisz printing shop by hand set typography.
Due to insufficient printing type the overprint was applied a quarter sheet at a time.
Positional varieties:
Pos: 1 (quarter sheet) – Parliament – period after ‘posta’. (Pos: 1, 6, 51, 56 in full sheet)
Pos: 2 (quarter sheet) – Parliament – Printers dot between ‘bá’ of ‘Lajtabánság’ (Pos: 2, 7, 52, 57 in full
sheet)
Pos: 8 (quarter sheet) – Parliament – circles appear as globes. (Pos: 13, 18, 63, 68 in full sheet)
Other varieties – unknown position:
Harvester - Missing second triangle.
Harvester – Inverted ‘n’ in ‘Lajtabánság’.
Parliament – Printers mark after ‘Lajtabánság’.


2008 - 2009 NEW ISSUES
Issue date: 28 October 2008
History of the Olympic Games: Helsinki, 1952
Face value: HUF 600. Stamp size: 30 x 40mm, souvenir sheet size: 120 x 70mm.
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Designer: György Kara. The stamp design shows the portrait of footballer Ferenc Puskás. The sheet
reproduces the portraits of Hungary’s Olympic athletes who won a total of 16 gold medals.
Technical details: Printed using offset by the Banknote Printers in an edition of 80,000 sheets.

100th Anniversary of the Birth of György Konecsni / Christmas 2008
Face value: HUF 70, 100. Stamp size: 33 x 26 mm.
Designer: Eszter Domé. The two stamps reproduce Christmas scenes prepared by artist György
Konecsni, who designed many Hungarian stamps in the 1940s.
Technical details: Printed using tri-color, triplex offset by the Banknote Printers in an edition of 1.6
million sets.
Issue date: 3 November 2008
100th Anniversary of the Birth of Ede Teller
Face value: HUF 250. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm.
Designer: László Dudás. The stamp shows a portrait of atomic physicist Ede Teller and a diagram of
a fusion mega reaction.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the State Printing Office in an edition of 200,000 copies.

Issue date: 5 November 2008
200th Anniversary of the Law Establishing the Ludovika Academy
Face value: HUF 300. Stamp size: 30 x 40mm.
Designer: Ervin Wiederkomm. The stamp shows the building housing Hungary’s military academy
and a portion of the legal document that established it.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the State Printing Office in an edition of 60,000 stamps.
Issue date: 24 February 2009
800th Anniversary of the Founding of the Franciscan Order by St. Francis of Assisi
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Face value: HUF 100. Stamp size: 50 x 40mm.
Designer: Eszter Domé. The design shows Sts. Francis and Clare and the Church of Assisi.
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 40 using offset by the Banknote Printers in an edition of
250,000 stamps.
Easter 2009
Face value: HUF 75. Stamp size: 30 x 40mm.
Designer: Péter Nagy based on photograph by József Hajdú of Zoltán Réti’s painting, The Shepherd’s
Cross. The stamp depicts a pastoral scene of a shepherd with his flock.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the Banknote Printers in a quantity required by postal demand.

Right: A rather unflattering
portrait of Ede Teller on a
commemorative coin minted
in honor of his 100th birthday.

Issue date: 12 March 2009
Aviation Anniversaries
Face value: HUF 105, 105. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm; label size: 20 x 30mm.
Designer: Péter Nagy. Design depicts Louis Bleriot’s 1909 flight over the English Channel and his
aviation demonstration in Hungary in the same year.
Technical details: Printed using offset by the Banknote Printers in sheets of 15 pairs of stamps plus
labels in an edition of 200,000 copies.
Issue date: 25 March 2009
50th Anniversary of the Atomic Research Reactor of Budapest
Face value: HUF 1.000. Stamp size: 49mm high, 28.3mm per side (hexagonal shape). Sheet size:
108 x 70mm.
Designer: Péter Nagy. The design depicts a stylized atomic reaction.
Technical details: Printed using offset with a heat-sensitive overlay by the Banknote Printers in an
edition of 80,000 souvenir sheets. The overlay changes color with changes in temperature.
Issue date: 27 March 2009
Preserve the Polar Regions and Glaciers
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Face value: HUF 75, 130, 145, 275 (stamps); HUF 250 x 2 (souvenir sheet). Stamp size: 40 x 30mm;
souvenir sheet size: 110 x 75mm.
Designer: Kálmán Székely. The stamps depict wildlife from the Earth’s polar regions.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the Banknote Printers in an edition of 250,000 sets and 100,000
souvenir sheets. An additional 100,000 sets of stamps were produced on silk-finish paper.
Issue date: 2 April 2009
Narrow-gauge Railroads
Face value: HUF 75, 100, 125, 275. Stamp size: 45 x 29.2mm.
Designer: László Dudás. The stamps depict the Zsuzsi Forest Railway of Debrecen, the Hortobágy
Fish Lake Railway, The Forest Railway of Nagybörzsöny, and the Forest Railway of Királyrét.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the State Printing Office in sheets of 50. A total of 500,000 sets
were produced.
250th Anniversary of the Birth of Ferenc Kazinczy
Face value: HUF 500. Stamp size: 40 x 31.5mm, souvenir sheet size: 90 x 65mm/
Designer: Zsolt Vidák. The souvenir sheet depicts the portrait of the authors and title pages of his
works.
Technical details: Printed using offset by the State Printing Office in an edition of 100,000 copies.
Haydn Memorial Year
Face value: HUF 300. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm.
Designer: Orsolya Kármán. The design shows a piano keyboard with Haydn’s name.
Technical details: Printed in offset by the State Printing Office in sheets of 50. A total of 300,000
stamps were produced.

Left: Narrow-gauge Railways. Right: Ferenc Kazinczy

Left: Aviation History. Right: Haydn Memorial Year

HUNGARICA FROM SLOVAKIA
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Slovakia commemorated the 550th anniversary of the coronation of Matthias Corvinus with a
single stamp featuring the king and a shield. Matthias was king of Hungary (1458-1490) and Bohemia (1468-1490). The stamp was issued 25 September 2008.
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IT’S TIME FOR BIRTHDAYS
AGAIN!
The Editor with his favorite
grandchildren: Brianna, Zachary,
Lillian, and Abigail.
Zachary turned 1 on May 15th;
Lillian turned 3 on May 22nd;
twins Brianna and Abigail will be
6 on July 22nd.
Happy Birthday from Grandpa!


FOR SALE: BOUND VOLUMES OF THE NEWS OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELY
Book #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12 *

Volumes
1-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19-21
22-24
25-27
28-30
31-32
33-36

Years
1970-1972
1973-1975
1976-1978
1979-1981
1982-1984
1985-1987
1988-1990
1991-1993
1994-1996
1997-1999
2000-2001
2002-2005

Cost
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$50 *

Each book No. 1 thru 11 individually is priced at $30.00 or purchase the entire set of the first
11 books for $320.00. * Book No. 12 costs $50 each. Freight fees will be added to all orders. Orders and inquiries should be sent to:

H. Alan Hoover, 6070 Poplar Spring Drive, Norcross, GA 30092; tel: (770) 840-8766,
e-mail: h.alan.hoover@hungarianphilately.org
STAMP FOR SALE: Specializing in Austria, Hungary, U.S.A., and U.N. until 1984.
Many other worldwide stamps are also available.
Please call for single items at (602) 758-1445 or e-mail want-list to kjwerner@earthlink.net
WANTED: Mint, unused copies of Hungarian Occupation-era stamps as listed by catalog numbers
from the Magyar Posta- és Illetékbélyeg Katalógus.

Baranya: II, III, V, VI, VII; ‘1s’ with serifs in the date: 4, 6, 7, 29; missing value: 60.
Debrecen: III, X, XIV, XV, 92.
SHS Croatia: 4, 5, 38. Kolozsvár: 22. Nagyvárad: 80.
Western Hungary/Lajtabánság: 14, 15, 19. 1944 Nyiregyháza: 2b, 4b.

Please call or write first.
Miklos Tecsy, 6121 Montgomery Court, San Jose, CA 951335-1481, tel: 408-270-8999

New Stamp Issues from Hungary

Atomic Research Reactor

Preserve the Polar Regions and Glaciers

